
Ingress for external networks: 
customer environments
ngrok equips enterprises to securely connect to customer environments instantly,  
unlocking modern networking architectures such as Bring Your Own Cloud (BYOC).

C H A LLE N G E

Connecting to customer networks  
is a challenge
Bring Your Own Cloud (BYOC) is an emerging architecture where software is deployed within the customer’s 
environment — to access their data for instance. However, securing network access to a customer’s environment 
can be time-consuming as you have to grapple with VPNs, VPC peering, PrivateLink and firewall configurations, 
which require extensive security reviews and approvals. This delays time to value and leads to dissatisfaction  
and churn.
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S O LUTI O N

Hassle-free connectivity to customer networks
Deploy BYOC architectures in a frictionless manner by quickly securing access to customer networks without 
requiring any changes to network configurations. 
 
         Embed ngrok with your solution and get instant connectivity with your customers

         Reach customers networks without inbound ports, site-to-site VPNs, or change requests

         Connect to customers at scale by eliminating bespoke configurations

          Consistent and infrastructure-agnostic networking plane across your customers’ on-prem,  
hybrid, and multi-cloud architectures
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ngrok authenticates and authorizes 
all traffic and provides visibility 
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Accelerate customer deployments

Robust security and controls

Unblock BYOC 
implementations

Deploy your BYOC 
architecture in just a few 
hours. Minimize review cycles 
with customer’s IT teams and 
achieve scale across your 
customer base.

Enforce policies

Apply policies such as mTLS, 
IP restrictions, OAuth/SAML/
OIDC to your data plane 
deployed in customer’s 
network.

Reduce time to value 
from months to days

Enable customers to quickly 
realize the benefits of your 
solution and ensure high 
CSAT.

Private edition

Deploy a dedicated 
instance of ngrok in your 
own environment for added 
security.

Shorten sales cycles and 
increase win rates 

Close deals faster and 
achieve higher win rates 
by speeding up Proof of 
Concepts.

Secure outbound traffic

Allow only authorized 
traffic from your customer’s 
environment to your network 
by using dedicated IP 
addresses and fully white 
labeled non-ngrok URLs for 
your data plane.
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CA S E  S TU DY

Databricks accelerates time to value  
at enterprise scale with ngrok
We solve the challenge of Ingress into thousands of customer environments

          Faster deployment and POCs

           Same deployment pattern, no matter  the environment or cloud

          Faster sales cycles

          Revenue impact
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Read the full case study —>
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Sign up for ngrok today at ngrok.com or email us at  
hello@ngrok.com to chat with a member of our team.
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